Abstract This article presents a multimedia production chain that specializes in semantically annotated digitized theater performances. Semantic annotations-we prefer the term descriptions-are expressed in a description language that combines object-oriented features, taxonomical inheritance and temporal aggregations. The descriptions that are produced from several types of content related to the same theater play are synchronized at several levels of granularity providing rich relationships between the narrative structure of the text of the play and the narrative structure of the digitized theater performances. Two applications for multimedia access and navigation are presented in this paper, namely Dual Players, a navigation application that allows to synchronously play acts and scenes of two recordings; and Synthesizer that produces a raw publication of a new audiovisual document on the basis of the recordings.
This particular domain nevertheless presents a high potential-rarely explored until now-for providing new ways of learning and experiencing these works through rich interactive applications: indeed a theater play is characterized by a unit of time, places and characters, the text is publicly available and its structure is fixed. The availability of multiple versions of recorded performances of the same play paves the way for the development of new multimedia applications as those explored in this paper.
For instance the collections of the French National Institute of Audiovisual (INA) include no less than 600 of full-length recordings of theater plays, including at least 43 plays by Molière. Several versions of the most famous plays are available and among them 7 versions of Le Misanthrope. INA is greatly interested in being able to publish this material with sophisticated means of access, for cultural or educational purposes. As it is now, INA web site (www.ina.fr) gives access to multimedia content that is organized by themes or personalities. But to go further in the access to its cultural heritage, it is necessary to investigate more attractive features in terms of navigation and content creation.
The purpose of multimedia applications considered in this article is to exploit and make the best use of the audiovisual heritage by means of a prospective exploration of virtual access to documents through semantic annotations-we will use the term descriptors. In [15] , a model of multimedia productions is defined as a set of canonical processes such as premeditate, create media asset, annotate, construct message, organize, publish… The production chain presented in this paper illustrates some of these canonical processes, more precisely the annotate, package, query, organize, and publish steps. It also aims at showing how rich annotation structures can bring benefits to the automatic production of two categories of multimedia applications:
& Navigating in audiovisual documents through their descriptors. In this paper we make intensive use of temporal descriptors and references between descriptors to provide users with rich access modes inside related multimedia content, for instance two performances of the same theater play. & Generating new audiovisual documents on the basis of existing documents and their descriptors.
This article presents two applications that have been targeted to digitized theater performances. They are called JAM! (JAM! stands for Jouons Avec le Misanthrope!, which means let us play with the Misanthrope!): JAM! Dual Players falls into the first category of applications while JAM! Synthesizer falls into the second one. These applications are use cases of our FERIA experimental framework which provides multimedia applications developers with the following tools and services: a description language called FDL (Feria Description Language) of which a detailed description can be found in [10] , several descriptor-based graphic user interface tools, and content, document, analysis and description servers.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes JAM! Dual Players and JAM! Synthesized with a focus on how descriptors are organized to provide innovative features in terms of hierarchical temporal description, flexibility and reusability. Section 3 presents the background of this work and related work. Finally, Section 4 provides some evaluation through the first experimentations of these applications and points at some directions for future work.
JAM! applications
JAM! is a set of experimental multimedia applications that rely on six different broadcast performances of The Misanthrope. Low-level automatic analysis is performed over the text of the play and over the performances in order to get synchronization at multiple granularity levels between the textual and audiovisual structures of the play. Two applications have currently been developed on the basis of these descriptions: namely (i) JAM! Dual Players, a navigation application that allows one to synchronously play acts and scenes of two recordings; and (ii) JAM! Synthesizer that produces a raw publication of a new audiovisual document on the basis of the recordings.
In this section we first describe the JAM! corpus and the two targeted applications. Then the descriptors are presented, with a particular focus on the temporal descriptors and cross references required for temporal navigation and new audiovisual document generation. Finally we demonstrate how these structures have been used to realize the navigation, synchronization and generation services.
JAM! corpus
The six performances were chosen because they have been archived, digitized and annotated for documentary purposes by INA. The files have been demultiplexed and decoded in order to extract the audio track. As a result, six wave files were also supplied.
The Misanthrope is composed of about 1,800 rhyming alexandrine verses. We picked up the text of the play on the Gallica web site (http://gallica.bnf.fr) and then transformed it into the Text Encoding Initiative standard format.
JAM! relies on the results of automatic speech recognition tools that are run over each of the six recordings. While generally these techniques encounter multiple issues (background noise, musical interludes, mistaken/forgotten words, etc.) that contribute to degrade the accuracy of automatic transcripts, the specificity of a theater play is more favorable since the text of the play is available, which can dramatically improve the results [13] , turning the recognition problem into a much simpler alignment (or synchronization) problem.
The transcription resources have been produced at GET/ENST through an alignment process that runs in two successive steps: (i) a metrical and phonetic analysis is performed over the text thanks to the Metrometer [8] , a tool which implements the verse specific pronunciation rules on top of a full-fledged rule based text-to-phoneme system; (ii) on the basis of the results of the first step, the alignment process is performed over the audio tracks of each of the six recordings with the use of an enhanced version of the Sirocco speech decoding engine [14] .
JAM! also benefits from additional resources: 
JAM! applications
JAM! Dual Players is a navigation application that considers two recordings at a time and allows one to synchronously play acts and scenes of both recordings thanks to the direct access provided by the text alignment feature. Act and scene segmentations are displayed by means of a rectangular control that is located just under each of the two video players. Userfriendly keyboard short-cuts make it easy to: & linearly navigate from act to act, or from scene to scene, & hierarchically navigate from one act to its scenes, or from one scene to the act it is part of, & zoom in and out. Figure 1 shows, the three scenes of the first act (note that the third scene is very short) followed by the remaining four acts. As the two performances are being played, the text is synchronously displayed at act or scene level depending on which segment type is selected This tool aims at providing services for comparative studies among performances: multilevel navigation and text synchronization for each performance are offered but also automatic positioning with the second play.
JAM! Synthesizer synthesizes a virtual play as a new audiovisual document on the basis of the six recordings available in our corpus. A new document is created by selecting, for each character, one stage performer among the six possible ones (left part of Fig. 2) .
The resulting virtual play is a sequence of excerpts of the existing recordings. The new audiovisual document that is shown on the right part of Fig. 2 has been created by picking Philinte in Dux's 1971 recorded play, Alceste in Vincent's 1980, and so forth. This document abstracts a virtual content whose dynamic creation is conducted by the text of the play and the line segmentation of each recording. The begin and end time information of each picked segment is directly extracted from the speaker segmentation of the audio tracks. This audio-driven play recombination gives a quite rough and ready virtual play (the shot video segmentation is not taken 
Needs for descriptors for these applications
While we need to handle different types of resources, the descriptors may result from the analysis of different modalities: video, audio, text or any combination of them. Some are temporal, such as the ones that result from the temporal alignment; others are not, such as a documentary descriptive note. The composition relation between two descriptors may be complex and temporally constrained: for instance, a play may be defined as exactly five temporally successive acts; an act may, in turn, be defined as at least two temporally successive scenes. This temporal composition is defined with Allen [1] time relations combined with quantitative data (to define the number of acts for instance as can be seen in Fig. 4 ).
Some temporal descriptors bring virtual access to documents through a specific viewpoint: for instance, a speaker segmentation of a recorded play enables navigation from one verse to another of the same character. Moreover, as we work with six different recordings of The Misanthrope, we may navigate from one speaker in a given recording to another speaker in another recording as is done in JAM! Synthesizer. This is obtained thanks to the reference operations that are defined between structured descriptors that describe the audiovisual content.
Next sections present the main descriptors (Section 2.3) with the reference operations (Section 2.4) that have been defined for the JAM! applications.
Descriptors for the JAM! applications

Text descriptors
The text of the play has been transformed (using XSLT) from the TEI format to a set of descriptors that represent a logical segmentation of the text at act, scene and line level. The descriptor classes of this segmentation are organized in the hierarchy of Fig. 3 where the bottom level contains the text descriptors (using the txt namespace) and the top level are the non temporal descriptor classes of the FDL description language on top of which the applications are built (using the fdl namespace). For instance fdl:D is the higher level descriptor class from which every descriptor class inherits. It is composed of an identifier, a reference towards the upper level descriptor which is useful in case of hierarchical segmentation and a list of URNs of other descriptors that refer to the current descriptor.
Documentary descriptors
The documentary descriptive note of the play results from a manual annotation. It states both name and role of each character. In the same way, the documentary descriptive note of each of the recorded play has been transformed into a descriptor on the basis of a text file that comes from the INA archive system. Such a note is partly composed of credits which, in particular, gather director and performers; each performer notably contains a reference towards a character that is defined in the documentary descriptive note of the text.
Audiovisual descriptors
The act and scene segmentation of each of the digitized plays, that notably contains a reference towards its related text (ref txt:Act, ref txt:Scene), results from a manual annotation directly expressed in the description language and constitutes the audiovisual descriptors hierarchy (with the namespace av) given in Fig. 4 .
The top level of this hierarchy uses basic FDL temporal descriptors fdl:TD and fdl:pmTS:
& fdl:TD is a simple Temporal Descriptor defining a temporal segment with an inclusive lower bound and an exclusive upper bound (close to OWL-Time ProperInterval definition [17] ) . & fdl:pmTS class defines compound descriptors in which the components are temporally related with the disjunction of the previous and meet Allen relations ([p ∨ m]). Note that this class is similar to the temporal sequence of [25] defined as a temporal aggregate with the ibefore relation.
More precisely, the logical structure of a recorded play -av:PlaySeg. -is defined by a property that holds temporal segments whose type is a temporal aggregation composed of an opening credit segment -O -that precedes the play itself -P/Play -which is followed by a closing credit segment -C. Both O and C are specializations of the simple fdl:TD descriptor class while av:PlaySeg., av:Play and av:Act are compound temporal segments and therefore are specialization of the fdl:pmTS descriptor class.
In this descriptor hierarchy, we can also see how Allen relations (and cardinalities) are used to express the temporal structure of the play. For instance the [p v m](4) expression between the Play and the Act descriptor classes denotes that a play is composed of exactly 5 acts organized in a previous or a meet relation. Similarly, the m(+) expression between the Act and the Scene descriptor classes denotes that an act is composed of at least 2 scenes set in a meet relation.
Speaker descriptors
Thanks to the previous audiovisual descriptors and their relationships through attributes ref text:Act and ref text:Scene, the temporal alignment process aligns the text with the recorded plays at various granularity level, from line level up to the phoneme level. We can then deduce a temporal segmentation at speaker level from the line level (under the assumption that no speak-over occurs) as represented in Fig. 5 . 
Synthesis
This set of descriptors has been defined in order to cope with the needs of the two JAM! Applications as shown in Sections 2.5 and 2.6. Therefore they do not cover broader semantic descriptions such as OntoMedia [19] .
Moreover, nothing is done at shot level although automatic tools could have provided this decomposition level. Similarly no character recognition tools have been used. The consequence is that temporal synchronization between text and play can only be obtained from the audio track (see Section 2.5). This however has proven sufficient to get multimedia applications for theater plays that show the relevance of the approach.
Most of these descriptors (logical segmentation of the text, documentary descriptive notes, speaker, act and scene segmentations of the recorded plays) are used in both JAM! Dual Players and JAM! Synthesizer descriptions. We can notice that this ability for reusing description classes and instances from one application to another is due to the modularity of the FDL object hierarchies.
Reference operations between descriptors
Both JAM! Dual Players and JAM! Synthesizer applications are basically built with the two main functional steps: (i) selecting audiovisual documents and a set of their descriptors; and (ii) putting together graphic user interface components that display the descriptors and the associated content.
Regular multimedia applications (Flash-, Director-or SMIL-based) need references between their components being statically specified at authoring time. Conversely, JAM! applications dynamically link their components at runtime depending on user interactions. References are thus not defined at authoring time. This feature makes the development of these applications quite flexible because one can add or delete any component without having to worry about defining new links or deleting dead links.
The two JAM! applications make use of three reference types between descriptors:
& hierarchical cross-references between temporal descriptors that are involved in a temporal segmentation; these references are computed when the descriptors are being loaded thanks to attributes UpperLevel and Referencers of the fdl:D descriptor class from which all descriptors inherit. The main application of these references is to ease navigation within a hierarchical segmentation, for instance between an act and its inner scenes. & temporal cross-references between temporal descriptors; these references are resolved by an enhanced event manager according to the current instant to be displayed. This instant is computed from the component currently selected and it allows to determine which descriptors must be displayed at each moment. Temporal cross-references can be used for instance to retrieve the stage performers who are playing in a given scene. Figure 6 shows a temporal cross-reference between the (partial) act and scene temporal Fig. 6 Temporal cross-reference between two temporal descriptors segmentation and the (partial) temporal segmentation at speaker level. It is heavily used in JAM! Synthesizer to provide the virtual play resulting from the selection of performers from different performances. & semantic cross-references; these references are resolved by an enhanced event manager.
They are computed between descriptors of different audiovisual contents that share the same structure but with different act and scene and durations (Fig. 7) . JAM! Dual Players is a great example of the use of these references.
Temporal and semantic navigation
In this section, we show how JAM! applications provide valuable semantic navigation features in video content thanks to their straightforward temporal visualization tools that take advantage of the temporal and semantic structures provided by the description classes.
Both JAM! Dual Players and JAM! Synthesizer synchronize the narrative structure of the text and the narrative structure of the recorded plays in the same manner. As soon as an act or a scene is selected, whether by a mouse click or through the course of a player, the text of the play is temporally aligned with the recordings at act and scene level. This feature is directly provided by means of the references that are held by the act and scene temporal segmentation towards their related text.
The applications handle multiple temporal cross-references that make it possible to know, at any moment, which actor is speaking and which are the current act, scene and line (see Fig. 6 ). A reference from the actor in the documentary descriptive note of a recorded play towards the related character in the documentary descriptive note of the text makes it possible to display the name of the character that is being played by the speaking actor.
In JAM! Dual Players, act and scene segmentations of both recordings semantically cross-refer to one another (as shown in Fig. 7 ). This results in the ability to synchronously move from one segment to another: each action that is being made on one of the segmentation controls is immediately reflected on the other (see the rectangular segmentation selector in the bottom part of Fig. 1 ). This interface component has been defined in our framework to display temporal segmentations of type pmTS . Since act and scene segmentations both specialize pmTS, it has not been necessary to develop a new component for the segmentation selector of JAM! Dual Players, the pmTS interface component has directly been used.
Dynamic creation of new audiovisual documents
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , JAM! Synthesizer creates a new audiovisual document by selecting, for each character, one stage performer among the six possible ones. This new document abstracts a virtual content whose dynamic creation is driven by the text of the play and makes use of the respective line segmentation of each recording that serves as a basis of the new document. Basically, this application uses the same description tools as does the JAM! Dual Players, namely: act and scene segmentations for both the text and the audiovisual content, speaker segmentation of the audio content and descriptive notes. Besides, the JAM! Synthesizer description adds line segmentations of the recorded plays that are necessary to generate the excerpts of the new synthesized document. This segmentation results from the audio segmentation tools.
A virtual content is composed of a list of excerpts of contents. An excerpt is defined by the URN of the full-length content together with a temporal location. For each line of the text, JAM! synthesizer first gets the current character by getting the descriptor that is referred to by the current text line (this is a reference of a non temporal descriptor towards another non temporal descriptor). It then gets the line temporal segment, from the corresponding line segmentation, that refers to the current line of the text. JAM! Synthesizer finally adds a new excerpt to the virtual content defined by:
& the URN of the content that is referred to by the document which is described by the current line segmentation (Dux's 1971 when Philinte is the current character, Vincent's 1980 when the current character is Alceste, in our example); & a temporal location that determines the lower and upper bounds of the excerpt and which equals the temporal location of the current line segment. Figure 8 focuses on the first two lines of the play (Philinte addresses Alceste who then answers).
While creating the new audiovisual document, JAM! Synthesizer also creates a multistructured description which is composed of: a documentary descriptive note, a speaker segmentation, and act and scene segmentations. This requires the correct classification of the descriptors classes and has been obtained with the help of the FDL framework.
Usability
No formal evaluation of JAM! applications has been conducted but all their functionalities have been extensively tested by several persons at INA. In any circumstances, time responses are always more than satisfactory (no perceptible waiting time) and their behaviour is always fluid.
As only one theatre play (namely The Misanthrope) has been processed, the question remains whether the applications would support a more important amount of data, especially as time responses are concerned. Indeed, for some operations, temporal information is computed. For instance, in order to map the segmentation into phonemes to the segmentation into words, a temporal comparison is performed, as boundaries of words are not contained in the segmentation into phonemes.
At the moment, these segmentations are stored in simple lists, and a sequential and exhaustive search is performed, leading to a O(N 2 ) complexity of the algorithm. If response time proved to be unsatisfactory as size of data grows up, simple solutions exist to reduce complexity to O(N.Log(N)). As involved segmentations contain no overlapping segments, lists sorted on beginning time points would suit, associated with a classical binary search procedure. For the general case of any arrangement of time segments, it is always possible to implement temporal interval binary trees [11] , also associated with a binary search procedure. Nevertheless, note that this latter solution is more costly in terms of storage.
Related work
Multimedia applications
JAM! applications are very similar to the hypervideos from the Advene system [4, 5] . In a recent improvement [2] , this model makes use of OWL to define composition relations and to include ontology-based annotations of audiovisual contents. The main difference with our approach is related to the expressiveness for the definition of composition relations and to the way to provide references between descriptors. Moreover, one may reuse audiovisual documents and related descriptions from one application to another; the second category of applications we delineated above also re-purposes both audiovisual documents and descriptions. From this perspective, our work also bears similarities to [23] that defines an algebra to handle, transform, and reuse operations on descriptions.
[16] addresses user interface issues in multimedia applications and proposes Savanta, an advanced general-purpose visualization and navigation tool for video databases based on modeling sets of temporal intervals coupled with the OntoLog model. Temporal visualization issues are also addressed in JAM! applications. However we do not only address direct video content access but also the production of new content. So our description language uses a more fine-grained model that can build relations between temporal and non temporal descriptors to cope with specific properties of the content, namely recorded performances of theater plays. In Savanta, navigation and search are driven by the terms of the annotation system and it is only needed to handle a term hierarchy and term-to-interval relationships. On the contrary in JAM!, our purpose is to give access to audiovisual content through temporal and/or semantic relationships between several descriptions, so we need to handle multi-level temporal and non temporal structures and therefore more complex relationships between descriptions.
One way to propose enhanced video-based applications is to exploit additional resources [22] when they exist, as it is the case in JAM! that highly benefits from The Misanthrope text. Experiences with films and their scripts have also been performed in [26] , where the focus is on the authoring of the alignment which does not require reasoning capabilities as provided with FDL.
Description of audiovisual heritage resources
An audiovisual resource is intrinsically temporal. Furthermore it is composed of hierarchically organized temporal units. For instance, a TV broadcast is defined as a sequence of time slots containing programs; a theater play is a composed of acts that follow one another, an act contains a sequence of scenes; and a similar decomposition exists for movies. Some of these units may overlap others, some other may be separated by gaps.
Therefore, modeling hierarchical temporal structures that cope with the intrinsic structure of audiovisual content like theater plays has been the focus of the definition of our description language FDL, the description language used in JAM!. It is a complementary work to OntoMedia [19] which is an ontology framework that extends Hunter's ABC ontology and CIDOC CRM for cultural heritage data modeling. OntoMedia is a model for entities and events for describing fiction, where an event is an interaction between entities which is temporally located by occurrences that carry time information. This general model fits well with queries over characters for instance but not for exploring the synchronization of multiple levels structures as we have done in JAM!.
FDL is an object-oriented knowledge representation language (following our previous works [6] and [28] ). It originates from MPEG-7 lack of formal semantics [9] . This issue has been addressed by many authors that combine OWL and MPEG-7 to overcome the latter's lack of formal semantics. OWL [24] is a widely used ontological language in the context of the semantic web for intelligent access to information. It has been designed on the basis of both description logics and the RDF language, so inference calculus can be done thanks to numerous existing reasoning tools [27] makes use of ontologies and rules to formalize a subset of the semantic constraints of MPEG-7 DAVP profile [7] . [18, 12] and [29] have proposed ontologies that organize MPEG-7 description tools.
As stated in [2] , these approaches do not cope with the needs for extensibility and semantic interoperability with existing web ontologies. That is why, instead of providing a one to one translation of MPEG-7 descriptions at a syntactical level, they have chosen to express MPEG-7 semantics with some basic patterns of the foundational ontology DOLCE. Similarly, extensibility is provided in FDL thanks to a basic set of descriptor classes and the object-oriented inheritance paradigm with a more advanced handling of structured temporal descriptions. This extensibility has been used in JAM! applications for the definition of descriptor classes targeted to theater performances. As shown in the previous section, these descriptors are inserted in the class hierarchy and therefore inherit from FDL basic descriptive and computing features, such as provided by the event manager for the dynamic production of references, or by the interface controls for hierarchical navigation.
To provide knowledge representation features [21] , proposes an extension of one of the LISP dialects for OWL reasoning within an object oriented environment; it is still an ongoing work. Our approach quite differs because we had the opportunity to take advantage of the INA audiovisual application framework. This framework is built upon C# technology and covers the whole chain of services required for the cultural heritage domain: managing huge multimedia archives, handling multiple formats, offering efficient access to different kinds of users such as documentation librarians, specialists or general users. Then, instead of trying to bridge OWL and C#, which would be a long term work, and because we especially focus on the use of temporal descriptors and aggregations, we defined the FDL description language as an extension of the C# metamodel. This approach combined with tools for engineering FDL descriptor classes and instances resulted in FERIA, a complete multimedia production chain that fits our needs.
Our object-oriented approach for the use of descriptions somehow contributes to the field dealing with semantic web formalisms within an object-oriented environment ( [20] and [21] ). The interesting result obtained with FDL is its efficiency in computing subsumption relations thanks to its limited expressive power, that is nevertheless sufficient in our context. Basically the rule that defines the subsumption between two temporal aggregation types t1 and t2 states that all instances of t1 are also instances of t2 [3] . Similar rules are applied to handle cardinality. JAM! applications have indeed taken advantages from this classification service to share descriptors and their associated tools (for instance temporal segments visualization tools).
Discussion and future work
This paper has described the experimental JAM! multimedia applications that explore multimedia functionalities engineered on the basis of multiple levels of synchronization between the narrative structure of the text of the play and the narrative structure of several recorded theater performances. It shows the relevance of our approach that considers: (i) temporal aggregation typing that constrains descriptor classes with Allen relations and cardinalities; (ii) multi-structured descriptions of audiovisual documents with linking operations: hierarchical, temporal and semantic cross-references.
While the applications presented here contribute to the area of digitized theater plays which has yet rarely been exploited, the underlying FERIA system is a contribution to the production of multimedia applications 'in the large' thanks to reusability provided at content (audiovisual archives), description (annotations) and code levels. Thanks to the classification system, new descriptor classes can be easily inserted into the hierarchy in order to inherit from existing tools. As a consequence, the second application has been very quickly realized. This framework does not only help in the development of multimedia access and navigation applications but also enables the production of new multimedia documents in which the initial content is reorganized and combined with other content developers have.
The two applications described in this paper have been tested by two categories of users : INA librarians and students learning multimedia archiving. Surveys have been organized to get their feedback in order to obtain a qualitative evaluation of the tools. This initial evaluation has given the following positive results:
-Efficiency of the FERIA framework: access time for the content is good, even when the JAM! Dual Players has to update the synchronization between the two performances (cf. Section 2.7). -Usefulness of the multiple level structures of navigation in the performances: the utility of multilevel access has been proved for a long time [6] , specially for complex audiovisual content. Recordings of theater plays are a good use case for providing such navigation features because the structures can be mined from several media such as text, audio and video. -New perception of the play thanks to the integration of a great deal of related information in a single multimedia document: data from descriptive notes, source text and audiovisual content are synchronously presented to the users together with several active controls. Most users have noticed that JAM! applications provide a richer experience than just browsing an existing content. This provides new ways for conducting deeper analyses of the play. -Time saving thanks to JAM! Dual Players that provides a straightforward comparison between two performances while it is usually considered as a tedious activity. An useful application of this tool has been pointed by our students: the tool helps them to learn how to pronounce and play a particular (sequence of) verse(s) because they can directly access the different interpretations of that verse. Accessing all performances of a same play is also a way to work on an historical perspective of the actor's play and actor's pronunciation (our corpus contains recordings that spread over a period of 20 years, from 1959 to 1980).
-Exciting and creating experiences thanks to the amusing possibilities given by JAM! in producing new theater performances by combining existing content.
However, several drawbacks have been noticed while testing the applications. The main one is related to the small amount of information extracted from the video content: only act and scene segmentations have been (manually) done. Fine synchronization is therefore not possible, for instance to better generate new performances with JAM! Synthesizer. The set of descriptors should be completed with a shot segmentation. While the interface of JAM! Dual Players has been positively evaluated, the interface of JAM! Synthesizer has been judged as being too much basic: for instance, the performers to be selected should be proposed through a set of thumbnails.
As it has been stated in the related work, we have made the choice to use our own description language and implement it in an object-oriented environment. The main advantage of this approach was its efficiency and extensibility while providing an expressive power comparable to standard languages. The set of technological tools we have developed (from low level signal analysis to metadata description and resource management) are at the level of the state of the art and our main contribution is to allow the emergence of innovative access to recorded theater collections that, to our knowledge, have not yet received this level of support.
The next step of our work consists in improving JAM! Dual Players by allowing synchronized navigation from one segment to another at a finer granularity. JAM! Synthesizer will be improved with an export feature towards a multimedia authoring language to allow manual authoring adjustments such as inserting opening and closing credits, various types of cuts between acts and between scenes, additional music, talk over, and so on. Descriptor instances must be introduced in the FDL classification structure in order to answer complex queries, such as a query for segments that contain Célimène's lines that are immediately followed by Alceste's.
Other functionalities may be added to better fit the needs of specific audiences such as actors students: bringing out verses that differ from one performance to another in the way they are pronounced, bringing omitted words and omitted verses to light, highlighting poor and rich rhymes as well as verse internal rhymes, and so on could be used in actor classes. In a similar fashion, assigning emotion labels to verses or lines could provide useful and lively acting examples. Moreover, full text search of lines or fragments of lines together with playing the results from each of the different recordings of a play may help for the remembering work.
The JAM! corpus and associated descriptors constitute a very valuable resource from the linguistic perspective, such as prosodic studies, both at a macro-rhythmic level (turns, location of silences and pauses, acceleration and deceleration of the speech rate) and at a micro-rhythmic level (location of group accents, variation of the melody, and so on).
In a broader perspective, as [30] , we think that "digital archive enables the user/contributor to interact with the recorded performance and to establish new narrative lines". A wide variety of tools like the ones presented in this paper are necessary to help such new practices to emerge.
